17.2 INFORMAL AND FORMAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF CONGRESS DELEGATES AND PROCEEDINGS

EDUARDO METROVICHE, LAURIE KAZAN-ALLEN,
FERNANDA GIANNASI AND JOHN FLANAGAN

The available photographs of delegates and guests have been roughly divided according to location or activity as follows:

- Pre-Congress Concert
- Theatre Platform
- Theatre Auditorium
- Organisational Groups
- Workshops
- Theatre Foyer Exhibitions
- Informal Social Settings

Also included are several photographs of Congress 'Hardware' (blimps etc) and higher resolution versions of some long-distance shots.

The majority of the pictures were taken by the official Congress photographer Eduardo Metroviche (whose name we have appended); the others were taken variously by Fernanda Giannasi, Laurie Kazan-Allen and John Flanagan.

All the pictures have been scanned-in so there will be some degradation due to dust, colour distortion, etc. The copyright of the photographs remains with their authors, but in any case the resolutions used are insufficient to make presentable hard copies.

In the captions to the pictures we have omitted professional titles but retained some political ones.